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Does the title of this post mean there could be a World State coming, just one world government? 

What's the condition of Earth societies right now, as observers see us? 

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, are there large differences in opinion between the two principal 

groups of observers, the alien extraterrestrials or our vast collective of Guardian Angel Guides, 

Archangels, Senior Vice President Angels, Executive Vice President Angels, Boards of Angelic 

Regents and all the intermediary hierarchical folk among them? 

C: Yes, enormous differences. 

 

Q: Let's begin with alien extraterrestrials; do some civilizations share knowledge with 

others about Earth? 

C: Of course and not solely information about your planet and solar system. The sharing of 

information among interstellar travel capable civilizations has been occurring since the first 

encounters and meetings among them.  

 

I propose a new abbreviation, ITCC (Interstellar Travel Capable Civilization); any reader objections? 

Silence on this question = you accept! It has occurred to me a glossary for newly arrived readers could 

become necessary, but I don't see that bridge yet… after all, what is a GAG anyway?  

 

 

Q: What are the significant differences which qualify as enormous? 

C: Spirits and souls see all and through; alien extraterrestrials cannot. 

 

Q: The ITCCs, correct? 

C: Yes, who monitor Earth from close and afar.   

 

Q: What can't ITCC aliens see, that GAGs and others can? 

C: Alien ETs who observe Earth cannot see the roadmap of your life contract, plan and 

agreements with yourselves and others. They can read your thoughts if you choose to interact with 

them, but they cannot break into your mind against your will. Your GAGs would stop that, in 

coordination with the other GAGs who accompany the ITCC alien observers. 

 

Q: What do the alien ET ITCC folk see and opine about humanity? 

C: Overall, "absolutely fascinated" is a good human description of common popularity in 

today's language of English. Humans are like a healthy coffee bush, many sprouts, berries and 

leaves, and not all maturing at the same pace; some green, some red and of different shades both but 

all on their way to fruition. 

 

Q: It's popular among us humans to believe we're a bundle of problems always struggling to 

escape but unable to get away from our defective nature.  

C: An observance of mankind we have made also, but with which we disagree, yet the comment 

leads to your question, which is? 

 



Q: Why is our glass half full, not half empty?  

C: Humans struggle with differences, the aspect of human existence which makes it so 

enriching. 

 

Q: Why do we choose conflict because of what is natural? 

C: It is an entertaining distraction to some, it is also a source of strength for others. To initiate 

disagreement is to exert control. The human objective is to learn that you already have total control, 

that appearances otherwise are an illusion. Many humans never realize this but the few who do, are 

criticized and ostracized.  

 

Q: Can you give an example of whom among humans accepts the natural condition of the soul 

as being in complete control?  

C: There are several, however children labeled autistic are often this way, as their life plan is to 

observe much more than interact. Another example is a mature elderly person who seems to be at 

peace with her or himself and much of what occurs.    

 

Q: What general opinion or assessment of mankind do the ITCC ETs hold & have? 

C: That mankind achieves great progress except with ability to acknowledge it. 

 

Q: We humans emphasize imperfections and we're ingrates? 

C: Not so drastic a description would we offer for what your ET cousin observers believe, yet 

pockets of human behaviors and attitudes do fit such impression. 

 

Q: Why don't we show more appreciation for our assets, more gratitude for human 

achievements? 

C: There is massive, across-the-board acknowledgement and gratitude by humans for what you 

all have in life, however it receives little attention overall. The motivation behind this is with each of 

you; do you choose to see an otherwise excellent movie about war or about love? We used 

"otherwise" in the previous sentence, because either subject can be unpleasant or badly told, so we 

limit our comparison to productions deemed good or the best. 

 

Choice of a war movie teaches just that; as does the love story. Love comes naturally to all of you, it 

is the default human choice so movies about it are a logical, equally natural follower. War is a 

specific human choice and is not a default, innate or intrinsic value in any way or form. 

 

Good for humans would be balance of and between both, yet this choice is rarely selected. The 

bellicose shock wins this contest often, human the societies you create & have are the effect.  

 

Massive, across the board human appreciation comes under the heading "religion".  

 

Q: What recommendations, if any, do Alien ET ITCC observers have for mankind? 

C: From their perspective, keep up the good work. From your human perspective, they suggest 

even superficial examination of attitudes and logic, or its relative absence, from attitudes towards 

alien extraterrestrial existence. This is because ITCC visitors are increasingly obvious. 

 

Q: What good work? What do they mean? 



C: They mean, the development of all your souls accelerates at an increasingly steeper rate and 

the derivatives enrich your souls even more than has been planned or expected. Humans are over 

budget, humans have exceeded plan targets in regards to collective development. The ET ITCC 

observers of Earth admire, enjoy seeing and knowing it continues.  

 

Q: Why do they care about human attitudes and ideas? 

C: They want to interact but not disturb, contaminate, detour or distort. When alien 

extraterrestrials come into human thoughts, the human desire is to eat the sweetest weight loss cake 

possible. To gorge on dietary pleasure but lose weight as a result. The ET visitors, the ITCC, will 

interact to human benefit far more, when humans drop the fantasy, regressive attitudes. 

 

Q: The desire for thrills & entertainment, but only? 

C: Precisely.  

 

Q: Let's turn to our guides and the souls and spirits everywhere, with connections or experience 

involving Earth and humanity; what do THEY think of us? 

C: In this case the observation is much less impartial, because this large group you have just 

named shares a trait and characteristic which overrides and prevails above everything else.  

 

Love.  

 

Q: Because they all love us means… 

C: ….humans do everything well and all choices are good.  

 

Q: They don't have a more detailed opinion of us? 

C: No. They all love all of you, as do we.  

     

 


